
UK
Safe Harbor: Calmer Waters on the Horizon

The ICO has published a blog providing an update on the new Safe 
Harbor 2.0 – the EU-US Privacy Shield. They report that it is too 
early to say whether the new Shield provides effective protection 
for personal data when it is transferred from the EU to the US, 
pending the opinion of the Article 29 Working Party. The ICO confirms 
that organisations can continue to use other transfer tools, such 
as standard contractual clauses and binding corporate rules for 
transfers of personal data from the UK to the US, although they are 
also currently subject to assessment as to their effectiveness by the 
Article 29 Working Party. The ICO concludes by advising businesses 
to consider raising awareness of the new Shield with those 
organisations they are transferring data to in the US. 
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EU
WP29 Releases Its 2016 Action Plan

On February 11, the Article 29 Working Party (WP29) issued a 
statement setting out its 2016 action plan for the implementation 
of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) with the aim of 
enabling the new legal framework to be effective in time for the first 
semester of 2018, and its work programme for 2016-18. The Action 
Plan sets out the priorities of the WP29, in preparing for the transition 
into the new legal framework, including: setting up the European 
Data Protection Supervisor (EDPB) structure and its administration; 
preparing the “one-stop-shop” and consistency mechanism; issuing 
guidance for data controllers and processors; and, communication 
around the EDPB and the GDPR. A Work Program 2016-18 details the 
tasks of the WP29’s subgroups during the transitional period between 
adoption and implementation of the GDPR.
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Italy
Italian Supreme Court Confirms that Consent is Required 
to Make Silent Calls 

The Italian Supreme Court has dismissed the appeal, filed by Enel 
Energia s.p.a. and Reitek s.p.a., against a decision issued by the 
Italian data protection authority on the use of silent calls as part of 
their telemarketing strategy. The Italian Supreme Court ruled that 
silent calls (which are calls where the recipient cannot hear anything, 
used by businesses to maximise the amount of time which calling 
agents spend speaking to consumers) are effectively equivalent to 
automated calls. As a result they fell within the scope of Section 
130(1) and (2) of the Italian Privacy Code, which requires the prior and 
express consent of the consumer to be obtained. This ruling is likely 
to have an appreciable impact on many call centres that are advised 
to review their practices and check whether they have the necessary 
consents in place.

Italian Supreme Court Ruling (in Italian)
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